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Abstract. Extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS) associated with antipsychotic medication can provoke severe discomfort and disability. Some instruments have been
proposed to assess EPS, but they are not widely used in clinical settings. This
paper aims to provide a translational tool for the detection of EPS: lacunarity of
patients’ handwritings. Lacunarity is a measure, taken from fractals studies, that
describes the spatial complexity of an image. 63 patients and 50 controls participated in the study. Patients were divided into: patients under typical antipsychotics, under atypical antipsychotics, and without antipsychotics. Participants were
asked to write down a story. The texts were binarized and lacunarity was calculated. Results showed higher heterogeneity in handwritings from all patients
groups, relative to the control group. Moreover, handwritings from the patients
who were on typicals showed a significantly higher lacunarity than handwritings
from patients on atypicals. The lacunarity of written texts appears to be a promising measure for the detection and quantification of EPS.
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1

Introduction

Antipsychotics (AP) have been shown to be effective in the treatment of symptoms
in several mental disorders, as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder [1,2,3]. However, they
cause important side effects that limit compliance with the treatment. Extrapyramidal
symptoms (EPS) are among the most prevalent side effects of AP medications [4,5,6].
Depending on their persistence and severity, EPS can result in discomfort, functional
impairment and stigma, and consequently in non-compliance or switching of medication [7,8,9].
The side effect profile (especially EPS) serves to differentiate the conventional or
typical AP from atypical ones, rather than their efficacy in treating symptoms. The firstgeneration or typical AP act by blocking dopamine receptors (especially D2, D3 and
D4). The blockade of dopamine receptors in basal ganglia is associated with EPS. The
second-generation or atypical AP have lower binding to dopamine receptors, when
compared to typical AP, but higher affinity for serotonin 5-HT, alpha noradrenergic,
muscarinergic M and histaminergic H1 receptors. Many randomized controlled trials
have concluded that these second-generation agents provoke EPS side effects less frequently than typical ones [10].
The study of factors contributing to the pharmacological non-adherence is important
because they constitute a major obstacle in treatment [11,12,13]. In the present paper
we are mainly interested in the characterization of EPS because their aforementioned
important role in non-compliance or switching of medication. With this aim, we propose the analysis of handwritten texts as a tool to discriminate the differential effect of
AP on patient’s movements.
The acute EPS represent a wide range of abnormal motor syndromes. When these
symptoms appear within the first 4 days of treatment they should be considered as antipsychotic-induced until proven otherwise. The symptoms can include dystonia, Parkinsonism, and akathisia [14]. Late-onset EPS include tardive dyskinesia, a persistent
syndrome of involuntary choreoathetoid movements of the head, limbs and trunk.
As we mentioned before, AP vary in their propensity to produce EPS. There is no
correlation between AP efficacy and the production of EPS. Clinical assess of EPS
usually relies upon observer-based ratings. Some of these ratings are the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS) for dyskinesia, the Simpson-Angus EPS scale
(SAEPS) or the Liverpool University Neuroleptic Side Effect Rating Scale
(LUNSERS). However, the reliability and validity of these instruments has not been
well established. In a recent study, some authors [15] tested three screening instruments
for EPS in patients with schizophrenia, Parkinson’s Disease and healthy controls; and
they found that, apart from a single item of the LUNSERS, none of the screening tools
had an adequate predictive value.
Another approach has been the kinematic analysis of handwriting, which requires
patients to write on a digitizing tablet. It has been found [16] that the handwriting of
schizophrenic patients is significantly less consistent (in the duration and length of
strokes) and less efficient (in the trajectory of strokes) than that from controls. A more
recent study [17] has proved that schizophrenic patients treated with risperidone
showed more dysfluent handwriting movements than untreated schizophrenics and
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healthy controls. Dysfluency was correlated with medication dose. However, more interestingly, the authors found no correlation between the observer-based severity ratings and medication dose, suggesting that these subjective ratings are inefficient tools
to capture the increase of EPS with AP dose. The same authors [18] have also compared
the effect of different atypical AP on handwriting. They found that handwriting movements were more impaired in patients treated with aripiprazole than in patients with
olanzapine and quetiapine; and this impairment was dose-dependent.
Although it is well documented that atypical AP produce fewer EPS than typical
ones, only one study (to our knowledge) has compared them on kinematical measures
of handwriting. The previously mentioned study [16] found that patients on atypical
AP only differed from patients with typical ones in the consistency of movements’ duration.
In the present work, we propose the use of a different measure, lacunarity, based on
the analysis of handwriting with a standard pen on a simple sheet of paper. Lacunarity
is a measure originally introduced by Mandelbrot [19], and subsequently described by
others [20,21,22], to describe the distribution of the gap sizes of fractals of the same
dimension with different texture appearances. While lacunarity was originally developed to describe a property of fractals, it can be extended to the description of general
spatial patterns, including, but not restricted, to those with fractal properties [23]. At a
given scale, lacunarity represents the similarity of the parts from different regions of a
geometric object. Therefore, lacunarity is a scale-dependent measure of spatial complexity or texture. Whereas a large value of lacunarity implies large gaps and clumping
of points, a small value of lacunarity suggests a rather uniform distribution with shorter
gaps. In a broader sense, it is a measure of the degree of non-homogeneity within an
object. Allain and Cloitre [22] presented an algorithm to calculate lacunarity by utilizing a moving window (See Appendix 1 for details of this algorithm). In this study we
want to explore whether this new measure can capture differences in EPS associated
with typical and atypical antipsychotics.

2

Method

2.1

Sample

The clinical sample consisted of 63 patients clinically diagnosed with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or depression. 18 of these patients were medicated with typical AP
or a combination of typicals and atypicals, 34 patients were medicated only with
atypicals, and 11 patients were not taking AP at all (no AP). Diagnoses were made
according to DSM-IV criteria after clinical examinations and based on review of all
available case files. Exclusion criteria were history of substance abuse other than
nicotine, neurological disorders or a history of severe head trauma. All participants
provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics
committee. The control group consisted of 50 age and educational level-matched
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participants. None of them had any mental problem diagnosed at the time of study and
none was under medication. See Table 1 for detailled demographic information.
2.2

Instruments and Procedure

Writing tasks were performed on A4 white paper, where a rectangle of 15 cm wide
by 7.5 cm high was drawn on the center of the sheet. This frame was the region of
interest for the analysis. Participants were given a sheet, where they were asked to write
socio-demographic information. Later they were given the second sheet of paper, with
the rectangular frame. Participants were asked to write about their summer holidays.
Participants were informed that it was important to write just over the frame printed on
the sheet. They were also told that the task had no time limit. The group of patients
performed the task in the hospitals of Linares and Jaén whereas the control group performed the task in the labs of the University of Jaén.
2.3

Image Processing

The first step was to reclassify the greyscale images into binary ones where the
darkest pixels were given a value of 1 (occupied cells), and the rest of them a value of
0 (gaps). Greyscale images were binarized using a histogram-derived method [24]. Image preprocessing was done with ImageJ1 software [25].
Lacunarity was then calculated for each image using the Allain and Cloitre algorithm, with a range of square moving-window sizes varying from r = 2 pixels up to 45%
of the region of interest. For each image and for each moving-window size, lacunarity
was calculated with 12 different grid orientations and obtained values were averaged.
Lacunarity calculation was obtained using FracLac plug-in for ImageJ [26].

3

Results

Lacunarity values were submitted to an ANOVA with Group (typical, atypical, no
AP, control) as a between participant factor. Obtained results (see Figure 1) showed a
significant effect of Group [F(3, 112)= 47.96; p<0.01; 𝜂𝑝2 =.56]. Post hoc comparisons
were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0125 per test (.05/4). Results
indicated that the lacunarity was significantly higher in the typical group (M=.32;
SE=.02) when compared with the atypical group (M=.27; SE=.01), t(50)=2.33; p=.024,
with the no AP group (M=.23; SE=.01), t(27)=3.45; p=.002, and with the control group
(M=.15; SE=.03), t(66)=12.33; p<.001. Although there were no significant differences
between lacunarity in the atypical group and in the no AP group t(43)=1.57; p=.12,
heterogeneity of written texts was significantly higher in the atypical than in the control
1

ImageJ and its source code are freely available and in the public domain
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/)
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group t(82)=9.54; p<.001. Finally, lacunarity was significantly higher in the no AP
group than in the control group, t(59)=6.03; p<.001.
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Fig. 1. Lacunarity mean in each condition

4

Discussion

In this study we have found differences in lacunarity of handwritten texts between
the groups of the sample. First, lacunarity was higher in all patients groups, relative to
the control group. Most interesting for our hypothesis, lacunarity was dependent on
medication status. Handwritings from patients who were on typicals showed a significantly higher lacunarity than handwritings from patients on atypicals. On the other
hand, lacunarity of handwritings from patients on atypicals did not differ from that of
patients who were not taking AP at all. This would reflect that AP medication influences the homogeneity of handwriting; and these changes in handwriting patterns are
captured by our new measure.
These results are in line with studies showing that atypical AP cause fewer EPS than
typical ones. Although some research [16] [18] had previously evaluated handwriting
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from patients with different antipsychotics, studies are really scarce and results have
not been conclusive so far.
As we mentioned, rating scales have not proved to be sensitive enough to capture
variability in EPS. Mechanical measurements are more sensitive and reliable, but they
require complex devices (load cells, strain gauges, accelerometers, and electromyograms). The measure we propose would only need the scanning of handwriting texts,
and the application of a series of formula. If proven sufficiently sensitive and reliable
(in future studies), it would considerably improve EPS quantification in clinical practice.
Our study has some limitations. The sample is small, specially the groups of patients
on typicals, or with no AP. This is due to difficulties to find these types of patients in a
clinical setting nowadays; ethical issues prevent from changing the pharmacological
treatment only with research purposes. Future studies could explore this topic with a
larger sample; ideally lacunarity could also be examined in the same patients before
and after initiated the pharmacological treatment.
Although more studies are needed to validate this new tool, we believe that these
results are highly encouraging. According to our work, lacunarity is a useful measure
to characterize EPS associated with different treatments. Their use could extend to the
detection and quantification of EPS in other clinical disorders (Parkinson Disease, Alzheimer Disease, etc.). As the value of lacunarity is easy to obtain, and no special instrument or technical expertise is needed for data collection, we think that it could have a
broad and quick implementation in clinical settings.
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APPENDIX 1
The algorithm is briefly summarized here with the aid of a 10 x 10 random binary
map (see Figure 2). First, an r x r box is placed on the upper left corner. At this step the
number of occupied sites in the 2 x 2 solid box is one. The box is then displaced along
the object with some overlap, and the number of occupied sites is again counted (in this
example, the number of occupied sites in the dashed box is two). This count is referred
to as the box mass. This process is iterated for distinct values of r. If the size of the map
is M, and it is squared-shaped, the total number of boxes of size r is N[r]:
N[r] = (M - r +1)2

(1)

We can then produce a probability distribution of the box mass dividing the number
of boxes of size r containing S occupied sites, n[S,r], by N[r]:
Q(S,r) = n[S,r] / N[r]

(2)

We can then calculate the first moment Z(1) and the second moment Z(2) of this
distribution.
Z(1) = Σ [S x Q(S,r)]

(3)

Z(2) = Σ [S2 x Q(S,r)]
Lacunarity Λ depends on the box size r and is defined as:
Λ[r] = Z(2) / [Z(1)]2

(4)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the gliding box method in a 10 x 10 random binary map. Solid box represents the first box with r = 2, and dashed box represents the same box moved one pixel
to the right.
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Controls
(n=50)

Typical AP1
(n=18)

Atypical AP
(n=34)

No AP
(n=11)

Statistics

Gender

25 male

14 male

19 Male

4 male

Chi2(3)=5.82; p=.12

Age (Years)

49.68a; 3.15b

48.39a; 3.72

44.91a; 2.44b

48.45a; 3.15b

F(3;112)<1

Education
level

27c; 6d; 17e

12c; 3d; 3e

16c; 12d; 6e

3c; 6d; 2e

Chi2(6)=.14.86; p=.2

Handedness

42f; 5g; 3h

15f; 3g; 0h

29f; 0g; 4 h

9f; 1g ; 1h

Chi2(6)=.7,21; p=.30

Age at onset
(Years)

--

31.38a; 4.14b

27.82a; 2.89b

34.18a; 3.08b

F(2;62)<1

Duration of illness (Years)

--

16.72a; 2.29b

16,56a; 1.66b

14.82a; 2.53b

F(2;62)<1

Undifferentiated SZ2

--

8

13

2

Paranoid SZ2

--

4

14

1

Major
Depression

--

4

1

1

Bipolar
Disorder

--

2

6

7

Table 1.'HPRJUDSKLFVIRUVDPSOHSDUWLFLSDQWV  $3$QWLSV\FKRWLFV  6=6FKL]RSKUHQLD
D 0HDQ E 6WDQGDUG(UURU F (OHPHQWDU\6FKRRO G +LJK6FKRRO H 8QLYHUVLW\ I 5LJKW
J /HIW K %RWK
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